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ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE (EMP) FROM SURFACE BURSTS

by

Tim Murphy

ABSTRACT

We present a simple analytic model to estimate the electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) produced by the asymmetric Compton current distribution
coming from a nuclear explosion on or near the earth’s surface. The
model does not include the effect of return currents in the air and ground
and so is most appropriate for high-frequency EMP. It can be used to
calculate the signal seen at a remote observation point at any angle above
the surface of the earth. We find that the high-frequency signal from this
effect is comparable with or larger than the geomagnetic turning signal
from a surface burst and must therefore be considered in attempting to
interpret existing EMP data.

I. INTRODUCTION

One effect produced by an above-groundnuclearexplosion is a very fast electromagneticpulse (EMP) due
to the generationof electron Compton currentsin the atmosphereby gamma-rayemissionsfrom the nuclear
device. The pulse is broadband, with frequenciesrangingfrom a few kilohertzup to hundredsof megahertz.
The bulk of the energyis at the low-frequencyend of the spectrum, but there is enoughenergyat the highend
to pose a threat to electronic equipment. Therefore the problem of how this pulse is generatedhas been the
subject of considerablestudy. Becauseof the rapid risetimeand largeamplitudeof the gamma-raysource, the
amount of energy in such a pulse is potentiallyvery large, but in order for it to be radiated efficiently,there
mustbe a sourceof asymmetryin the Compton currentsystem. Onesuch sourceis geomagneticturning,where
the electronsare acceleratedin a coherentfashionas they precessabout the magnetic field linesof the earth.
Becausethe earth’s field is weak, this effect does not produce a large asymmetry,but for most atmospheric
explosionsit is the only source of EMP and has thereforebeen studied extensively. For high-altitudebursts
the very largemeanfreepath of the electronsand the enormousvolumeof the regionin which the gamma rays
are depositedcombine to produce a significantEMP signaleven though the asymmetryis small.

For explosionsvery near the ground, the earth itself is anothersource of asymmetry. Gamma rays emitted
downwardare interceptedby the earth’s surfaceand do not produce largeCompton currents,whilethosegoing
upward do so. The degree of the resultingasymmetry is strongly dependenton the location from which the
explosionis observed,and the fieldstrengthsproduced can be largerthanthose due to the geomagneticturning
effect. Previous work in this area has concentratedon the EMP seen on the ground at a point fairly close to



the source and has reliedon elaborate computermodels to includethe effect of ground conductivity,inducted
air conductivity, and air chemistry. In this report we presenta simple analytic calculation to estimate the
EMP signal seen by a remote observer at any angle above the ground. Air and ground conductivity effects
are not included,so there areno returncurrents,and air chemistryis treatedsimply by includingattenuation
terms for the gamma-rayand electron fluxes. Since the model does not contain as much detailedphysicsand
chemistry as the sophisticated computer models developed for the study of geomagnetic turning effects, we
have normalizedour model to match the peak electron currentgiven by such models at a distanceof 500 m
from the source.

We find that the fields produced by the ground asymmetry have a strong angular dependence. Directly
above the burst point there is no EMP from this effect at all, and for viewing anglesout to about 10° from
vertical, the signal is weakerthan the geomagneticturningsignal and thereforeof little interest. For viewing
angleslargerthan 10°, the signalstrengthgrows rapidlyso that for anglesof 30° and largerthe signalis much
stronger than that from the magnetic effect. At 75° from vertical the power radiated from a surface burst
by this effect is over 50 times that produced by geomagnetic turning. The shape of the pulse is also angle
dependent; the large-anglepulseshave a slightly fasterrisetimeand a more bipolar shape than do the small-
angle pulses. It is possible this angulardependencemay explainsome anomali= seen in satelliteobservations
of EMP.

The presentcalculationattempts to model the complex mechanismby whichsurfaceburstsgenerateEhlP.
The resultsof this model indicatethat the signalproduced is comparablewith or greaterthan that produced
by geomagneticturning, and we thereforeintendto pursuea more detailedcalculationof the effect.

We shall work in cgs units in this report unlessstated otherwise.

II. GEOMETRY OF THE PROBLEM

Consideran explosion taking place near the earth’s surface. We shall take the location of the explosionas
the origin of a spherical coordinate system, with the O= Odirection being radiallyoutward from the earth.
J$’eshall observe the explosionfrom a remote point ~ with coordinates

~ = R(sinOcos~,sin Osin#, cos0). (2.1)

We shall then definea polar angle@ and an azimuthalangle< relativeto R (see Fig. 1). The location of a
second point Fis given in termsof these anglesby

(03.sOcos@sin* cos~ + sinOcos# cos#J – sin#sin@ sin(
F= r

)
cos6sin@sin* cos~ + sinOsin4cos#J + cos4sin@sin~ . (2.2)

cos Ocos$ — sin6sin~ cos<

The distancebetweenthe points is

1i–T = ~R2 + r2 –2Rrcos +. (2.3)
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Fig. 1. Geometryof themodel.

III. RADIATION FROM A VOLUME ELEMENT

The electromagneticradiationfieldsseen at point ~ due to a time-changing
elementW located at point ? are given by

and

where

v

The subscript on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1) means that the quantities

current density~-in a volume

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

inside the brackets are to be
evaluatedat the retardedtime givenin Eq. (3.3). ii is a unit vector in the directionof R —?, and c is the speed
of light.

We shall assumethe currentsare purely radial, so Fand rare parallelto each other. Using Eqs. (2.1) and
(2.2) we find
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and

–Rj

i
i–r

1
fi=-

Rj

,(

—CeC#S*S~ —
fix ~“= —

1

–ces.$s+s~ i-
2– r ses+s~

5+5*C()c+s$c~ , (3.5)

(3.6)

9

where se = sin0, c. = cos6, etc. The gamma-raymean free path is on the order of a hundredmeters at
sea level, and all of the Compton currentswill be produced within a few mean free paths of the source. We
are interestedin the signalseen at a remoteobservationpoint hundredsor thousandsof kilometersawayfrom
the burst, so for our purposesit is an excellentapproximationto expand the expressionfor the electric field in
terms of R/r and keep only the lowestorder term. We find

and

(3.7)

(3.8)

To get the total radiationfieldseenat point ~ wemust integrateover the entireregionwhere~-issignificant.
For a symmetric source the integralof Eq. (3.7) over ~ giveszero and thereis no radiation,and for this reason
the effect is not important for high-altitudeexplosions. For burstsnearthe surface,the rangeof ~ is restricted
by the presenceof the ground, and the integralis nonzero.

We shall consideran isotropic source of gamma rays and will take the ground into account by considering
only those gamma rays with z > —h, whereh is the heightof the burst point above the ground. Any gamma
rays that hit the ground are consideredlost and do not produce any
this impliesthe condition

r(cos Ocos~ – sinOsin@cos~) ~

further currents. From Eq. (2.2) we see

–h. (3.9)

For r < h no gamma rays have hit the ground and the source is symmetric, so there is no radiation. For
r > h we may define
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+l=cos-l(-~cos*+/~si.*)
and

$,=cos-’(-:cos’-csino)

(3.10)

(3.11)

For $>42 all the gamma rays have hit the ground and no current density is produced, while for $< d,
Eq. (3.9) is satisfiedfor any value of < and so once again the unrestrictedinte~al
interestingregimeis when *I < @ ~ #z, and in this case we may rearrangeEq. (3.9)

IntegratingEq. (3.7) over < then gives

,.
over ~ yields zero. The
to give a condition on <:

~~ = 2sin ~;~ sin~
~(cos Ocos#, cosOsinq5,–sin O)],e,rzdrsin~d~.

C2R

(3.12)

(3.13)

To make the problem more tractable analytically,we shall restrict ourselves to the case h = O in the
remainderof this report. Equations(3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) then simplify to yield

(3.14)

IV. CURRENT DENSITY

In the previous section we developed a formula for the far-fieldelectromagneticradiation produced by a
givencurrentdistribution.To proceedwithour EMP calculationweneeda model for the currentdensityJ. We
shall considera point source of gamma rays that emits them isotropicallyand whosestrengthis characterized
by the emissionrate

-j(t) = N(e-at – e-bt). (4.1)

The gamma rays typically haveenergiesin the rangefrom 1.5 to 2 MeV. They will propagatethrough the
atmosphereand eventuallyundergo Compton collisions,producing relativisticelectronswith energieson the
orderof 1 MeV. The collisionrate for this processwill be denotedVg.The flux of gammarays at radiusr from
the source is then given by

@(r, t) = ‘ex~~~~gr/c) {exp[-a(t - r/c)] - exp[-b(t - r/c)]}. (4.2)
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The current densityproduced per unit time is

(4.3)

wherec~ is the averageradialvelocity of the electrons.
The Compton electronsproduced by the gammarayswillmove outwardfrom the source and undergomany

collisionswith the air molecules,bringingtheelectronsto a stop withina few metersof wherethey werecreated.
Although the individualelectronswill follow convolutedpaths, the net currentwill be purely radial. We shall
treat the electronsas having a constant,8 of 0.67 until they stop and shall includethe effectsof scatteringby
reducing the mean free path by a factor of 3/2, which is roughly the cosine of the averagescattering angle.
The electron collisionrate will be denoted v..

The total currentdensityin a volumeelementat radiusr is the sum of the currentdensityproduced locally
by the scatteringof the gammaraysand the currentstransportedin andout of the volumeelement. It satisfies
the conservationequation

(4.4)

with the boundary condition

j (t = r/c) = O.

The solution of this equationis

(e~ pNe-v#/c e-b(t-r/c) – e(v.-Pvg)(t-r/c) /(l-P)
J=

47rr2 Ve – ,8Vg– (1 – ~)b

(4.5)

e-a(t-r/c) — e-(v.-pvJ(t-r/c) /(l-@)

v. -@, -(1 - ~)a )
. (4.6)

As mentioned in the Introduction, this model does not contain as much detailed air chemistry as the
computer models developedfor calculatingthe EMP due to geomagneticturning. Although the source of the
signal in our calculation is quite different,the currentstrengthsshould be the same in both cases, and so we
havenormalizedour expressionfor the currentto agreewith the currentcalculatedby existingcomputercodes
at a distanceof 500 m from thesource. The sourceusedwasa 100-ktexplosionwith O.lYOof the energyemitted
as gamma rays and a gamma-rayemissionrate as givenin Eq. (4.1) above. In the remainderof this report, we
shall use the followinghypotheticalvaluesof the parametersfor a sample problem:

a = 8.0 x 107/S
b = 1.0 X 108/S

Vg= 2.5 X 106/S
v. = 3.0 x 108/s
N = 1.25x 1028gammas/s (4.7)



V. CALCULATION OF THE FIELD

Now that we have a model for the currentdensityproduced by the explosion, we may integrateEq. (3.7)
over the source region to obtain the electric fieldseenat a distantpoint. The limitsof the angularintegration
are given in Eq. (3.14), while the limits of the radial integrationare determinedby the requirementthat the
retardedtime must be positive. The expressionfor the electric field is then

(5.1)

– be-b(’-(l-~)r/’)– je– ]’ ‘g’cf==t(7-(1-p)r/.)/(l-p)/(1 – f?) - /

O-(1 - ,B)b

whereC = v. – f?v~,p = cos $, and r = t– R/c.
The integralover r may be done analytically,and we find

‘v97/(1-P)_ ‘-br e-v97/(1‘P) —e–or/(l–P)—
(1 -; - vg/b)(fi - (1 - p)b) + (1 - p - (1 - p)v,/D)(D - (1 - p)b) }

(5.2)

The remainingintegraloverp cannot be done in closedform and mustbe evaluatednumerically.The results
are fitted very well by the function

E(T R, 0) =
A exp(–cr~) – B exp(–@) + (B – A) exp(–7r)

R > (5.3)

where7 = ~ —(b —a). To determinethe parametersfor the fit we first observe that its late-timebehavior is
controlledby the first term on the right-handside of Eq. (5.3), and so A and a can be found by a least-squares
fit to the late-time values of the integral. Once these are known we fix B by requiringthe peak valuesof
the integraland the fit to match. /3 ia then found by a least-squaresfit to the valuesof the integralover the
entire length of the pulse. The integralsand fits for our sample problem viewed from geosynchronousorbit
(R= 4.22 x 109cm) and variousanglesof observationare shown in Figs. 2 through 6, and the fit parameters
are given in Table I. The fit coefficientsare given reasonablywell by the followingformulae:
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A = 177.0+ 10.30+ 0.7302esu/cm
B = 1.04(4)+ 4.23(3)6+ 26.202esu/cm
CY= 2.48(6)exp[8.54(–4)6 + 1.48(–4)02] Hz

@= 7.69(7)exp[–l.59(–3)0+2.69(–5)02] Hz, (54)

where6 is in degreea.
The electric field starts off negativeand reachesa maximumamplitudeEI at time tl, which is about the

sametime as ~ peaks. The fieldthendecreasesfairlyrapidly,passesthroughzero, and reachesa second,smaller
positive peak value Ez at time tz.After this point it decaysslowly to zero. The strengthof the field increases
as the viewing angle becomes larger. The pulse shape is also a function of angle, with the large-anglepulses
havinga largerpositive componentat late times and a slightlyfasterrisetime.Table II gives the valuesof the
field at the first and second maximafor an observationpoint in geosynchronousorbit and the times at which
theseoccur.
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TABLE I. Electric Field Fit Parameters

Angle A B a P

15” 5.05(2) 7.92(4) 2.59(6) 7.53(7)
30° 1.14(3) 1.62(5) 2.91(6) 7.54(7)
45” 2.07(3) 2.53(5) 3.52(6) 7.57(7)
60° 3.49(3) 3.58(5) 4.38(6) 7.64(7)
75” 5.03(3) 4.75(5) 5.13(6) 7.96(7)

Where n.nn(p) standsfor n.nn x IW’.

TABLE II. Electric Field Maxima at R = 4.22 x 109cm

Angle El (V/m) tl(ns) Ez (V/m) t~(ns)

15” -0.42 12 0.026 110
30° -0.85 12 0.058 105
45” -1.31 12 0.101 100
60° -1.80 11.5 0.167 93
75° -2.32 11.5 0.251 80

VI. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

We now have the electric field as a function of time, but the quantityof interest to most observersis the
energyincidenton a receiveras a function of frequency.To find the energywe first need the Fouriertransform
of the electric field, given by

lm

–J‘(”)=@ -CxJ

ei’’’tE(t)dt.

For the functionalform given in Eq. (5.3) we have

E(w) =
[

A(a + iw) B(P+ iw) + (1?– A)(y + iW) 1—
~2 + W2 p + W2 1—.

72 + W2 R

(6.1)

(6.2)
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The energy density in frequencyspace is then

E=~ [
A2 B2

21rR2 CY2+ W2
+

p + W2

Figure 7 shows this
angleof 60°.

The energyemitted

+ (B - A)2 2AB(C4? + LP)
72 + U2 - (az +q(p +Wq

(6.3)

2A(B – A)(cq +LJ2) – 2B(B – A)(~-/ + LJ2)
+ (j +U2)(72 +U2) 1(P2+@)(72+4“

function for our sample problem at R = 4.22x109cm (geosynchronousorbit) and an

in a particularfrequencyband is given by

{[

A2 2AB + 2A(B – A)
I(W1,W2) = & ~(~) ~ – —

CY+p (Y+7 1
(6.4)

[

B2 2AB 2B(B – A)——
1[

+T(7] (B - A)2 + 2A(B - A) 2B(B -A) 1}+T(p)~+a+P
/3+7 7 cr+7 — P+7 ‘

EMP ENERGY DENSITY

Fig. 7. Energy density at 60°.
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where

T(a) = tan- l(u~.a) – tan-l (u~/a) (6.5)

and Wl, W2are the lowerand upper edgesof the frequencyband.
Our calculation is more accuratefor high-frequencyradiation,since this componentof the radiationcomes

from the early part of the gamma-raypulse and is produced before air and ground conductivity effects have
time to develop. Let us considerthe energyemitted in a l-MHz bandwidthat frequenciesof 50, 100, 150,and
200 MHz. The resultsfor our sampleproblemviewedfrom geosynchronousorbit and seenfrom an angleof 60°
are given in Table III. The energy densityis given in terms of ergs/cm2. (To convert to joules/m2 divide by
103.) These energydensitiesare about a factor of 10greaterthan thosecalculatedfor the geomagneticturning
EMP. Given the degreeof uncertaintyin both calculationsthis numbershouldnot be takentoo seriously,but
we believe it shows this effect is potentiallyimportantand deservesfurtherstudy.
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TABLE III. Energy Density at R = 4.22 x 109cm

Angle 50 MHz 100 MHz 150 MHz 200 MHz

13

15” 2.85(-12) 6.75(-13) 2.96(-13) 1.66(-13)
30” 1.29(-11) 3.08(-12) 1.35(-12) 7.59(-13)
45” 3.59(-11) 8.69(-12) 3.83(-12) 2.15(-12)
60° 7.88(-11) 1.93(-11) 8.57(-12) 4.81(-12)
75” 1.55(-10) 3.85(-11) 1.70(-11) 9.58(-12)
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